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In Short
••  Equity is emerging as a new frontier

in the student success movement.
But it’s not enough to tackle higher
education’s deep equity divides by
looking only at markers such as
persistence, transfer, course credits,
and DWF grades.
••  True equity accountability
depends on clarity about the key
components of a quality education,
especially the kinds of learning
that prepare students for a
volatile economy, an interconnected
world, and for their own roles in
creating a more just democracy.
••  This article outlines Quality
Learning Essentials (sometimes
called Essential Learning Outcomes)
that all learners—whatever their
major—need to achieve across their
chosen course of study.
••  The best evidence about students’
readiness to deal with a complex
world will come from their own
authentic work—the tasks they
complete for courses, practicums,
community-based contexts, and
capstones.

I

have worked my entire career to make
educational excellence the standard for all students, rather than an exclusionary option just
for the few. So, it’s heartening to see that “equity” has emerged as a new frontier in higher
education’s increasingly vigorous efforts to drive up
the levels of college student success. The general
idea is that higher education needs to make equity an
evidence-driven priority as it invests in educational
practices and wrap-around student services that support significantly higher levels of student success in
postsecondary degree completion.
The Equity Imperative is a top commitment for
Lumina Foundation, where I now am a consultant.
www.changemag.org

It’s also a pervasive theme in a multistate initiative on student success that Lumina is supporting
through the National Association of System Heads
(NASH). And one more positive sign of the times:
the term “equity” has been added to the mission
statement of the organization I used to lead, the
Association of American Colleges and Universities
(AAC&U).
The students whose progress is now getting
equity attention come from extraordinarily diverse
contexts. They include first-generation students,
low-income students, students from groups that
have suffered racial and ethnic discrimination for
generations, students in areas that lack colleges,
and returning adults, who often juggle their studies
with full-time jobs, families, and mounting debt.
Collectively, these students often are described
as “underserved,” but I think they deserve a positive title. I would call them Opportunity Learners.
The term fits because, across all their differences,
these Opportunity Learners are pursuing higher
education with the goal of expanding their life
opportunities, whether that means moving beyond
marginal incomes to a better job path, winning
a better future for themselves and their families,
taking action to create a more just and sustainable
society—or all the above.
But as I work with leaders and faculty across the
country—in part through the NASH project mentioned above—I have come to see that “equity” is a
concept that needs much fuller development. Like
the “student success” movement when it first b egan
to gain ground, “equity” often is too narrowly
defined. The next frontier for equity endeavor is
to ensure that graduates’ studies provide them—
equitably—with the level and quality of learning
they will need, both to succeed in a fast-paced
economy and to help build a more inclusive democracy (McNair, Albertine, Cooper, McDonald,
& Major, 2016; Schneider, 2016).

The Next Equity Frontier: From Credit
Monitoring to Quality Learning
In its initial phase, “student success” was tracked
and reported mainly by looking at such progress
markers as persistence, transfer, timely accumulation of course credits, and DFW grades. And today,
equity often seems to mean turning a demographic
lens on pretty much the same questions, using
9

disaggregated evidence to ask whether specific
groups of students—for example, students from
different racial and ethnic groups—are progressing
toward completion at the same rates as other students. And when we discover inequities, identifying actions we can we take to reverse the progressive disparities.
Tracking disaggregated credit evidence is necessary. It’s a start. But this “timely progress” lens
also is insufficient. Tracking “timely progress” and
equitable credit attainment is only one part of a
comprehensive commitment to meaningful student success. Credits tell us that a student passed
the “right” number of courses, but they do not tell
us anything about what students can successfully
do with their learning as a result of those courses
(Schneider, 2012).
For students seeking increased opportunity
through higher learning, the overarching question
is whether they are in fact achieving a high-quality
education—an education that is directly keyed to
the kinds of challenges they will face in the world
beyond college.
Employers have adopted a useful term to
characterize that world: VUCA—short-hand
for “volatile, uncertain, complex, and ambiguous.” The VUCA descriptor reminds us that, to
be future ready, graduates need more than just
specific job skills—even though it may well be
those specific skills that get an applicant through
an initial hiring portal. To do their jobs well, and
to become promotable, graduates also need a suite
of intellectual and practical skills—honed through
frequent practice in tackling open-ended questions and projects—that they can use to deal with
complexity, ambiguity, and the rapidity of consequential, highly volatile change.
One of my sons, employed for a decade by a
global firm with a shifting cast of owners, recently
summed up in a few words what’s going on inside
the workplace: “My work,” he said, “has been
completely different every year from what I was
doing before.” His job—and most jobs—keep
changing because innovations—new markets here
and abroad, new products and services, new technologies, new partnerships—are the needed keys to
continuing success.
To succeed in their quests for social and economic mobility, therefore, Opportunity Learners
will need the intellectual skills to help organize
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and/or execute innovation projects, the collaborative skills to solve problems with diverse partners, and the ethical judgment to take care that
the solutions they devise will create value rather
than damage for users and for the organization.
Opportunity Learners also will need the foundations for continued learning, because non-stop
new learning will be critical both in their work
and their lives
And, I need to add, most postsecondary students, including Opportunity Learners, also are
citizens, whether in this democracy or another
nation. As citizens, they (and all of us) face VUCA
challenges on steroids. In this democracy, whose
future depends entirely on citizens’ knowledge
and judgment, it is folly to think—as far too many
policy leaders currently do—that postsecondary
learning matters only for jobs. This nation urgently
needs both the educated talent and the commitment to proactively solve the festering problems
that divide us as neighbors and threaten our future.
Civic learning and engagement, especially the
capacity to work productively across difference,
need to become both quality and equity priorities
(Schneider, 2016).

Beyond Rhetoric: Equity
Accountability Requires Specificity
on Quality Learning
The core equity question then, is whether Opportunity Students are reliably and demonstrably
developing the knowledge, skills, and experiences
that prepare them to tackle VUCA problems—
problems where the issues are ambiguous, and they
will have to work with diverse colleagues to help
create productive answers.
The good news is that “quality learning” is no
longer what it used to be: a vague abstraction,
constantly invoked, never defined (or defined only
as institutional selectivity and prestige). Educators
and employers—and civic leaders as well—have
spent the past decade developing contemporary
and actionable frameworks for high-quality learning that are directly keyed to a VUCA world.
These frameworks show clearly what needs to
be included in a quality program designed to fuel
opportunity and tackle inequities head-on.
There are five quality frameworks that Equity
leaders can use right away:
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•
•
•
•
•

AAC&U’s Liberal Education and America’s
Promise (LEAP) Essential Learning Outcomes
(ELOs);
The Degree Qualifications Profile (DQP);
The National Association of Colleges and
Employers’ Career Readiness Competencies,
The Quality Commons’ Essential Employability
Qualities (EEQ); and
The Burning Glass report, The New Foundational
Skills of the Digital Economy.

See the Appendix for notes on each of these.
All these frameworks were developed with employer priorities centrally in view. All have implications for civic learning too. (Two disclosures: (a) I
worked on the first two of these frameworks. (b) The
DQP and the EEQ are supported by Lumina funding.)
The first three of these frameworks already are
being widely used. The still new EEQ and the
recent Burning Glass report deserve educator attention as well. The Burning Glass report, developed
through analysis of over 150 million job postings,
is especially informative on the centrality of digital
fluency in the fast-changing job landscape, and, we
should note, in a hotly contested democracy landscape as well.
The notable thing about the capacities included
in these and other quality frameworks is their high
degree of overlap. Certain capacities are described
so repeatedly—in these frameworks and in literally
hundreds of employer surveys about skills needed
in the workplace–that they now merit the title
Quality Learning Essentials (QLEs). These QLEs
include communication skills, critical thinking and
problem solving (which includes evaluating and
deploying evidence), collaboration with diverse
partners, intercultural competence, ethical judgment and responsibility, quantitative reasoning, and
digital/data fluency.
Both LEAP and the DQP add two other capacities that also are critical to adults’ effective use
of the QLEs: each emphasizes the importance of
integrative and applied learning. Integrative learning calls for students to connect their skills with
knowledge drawn from multiple academic fields
and from real-world practical experience. Applied
learning means active practice in adapting one’s
knowledge and skills (including the QLEs) to
new contexts and new assignments—and actively
evaluating the results.
www.changemag.org

What all these QLE capacities also have in common is that they are needed in every area of human
endeavor: economic, civic, and personal.
The QLEs take different forms in different contexts; early childhood teachers, for example, use
different versions of intercultural or communication skills than engineers. The ethical questions
will differ as well. Integration and application
obviously depend entirely on context—and the
learner’s judgment, negotiated with others—about
what’s needed in a particular context. But whatever
the profession, every opportunity seeker will need
to deploy these cross-cutting capacities constantly,
at work, in life, and in the wider society. The QLEs
are necessary, not optional, to an equity-minded,
opportunity-generating education.
Going forward, higher education’s equity initiatives need to ensure that postsecondary programs
are well designed to help students practice and gain
proficiency in the full suite of QLEs:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

communication,
critical thinking and evidence-based problem
solving,
collaboration with diverse partners,
intercultural competence,
ethical judgment and responsibility,
quantitative reasoning,
digital/data fluency, and
integrative/applied learning.

These QLEs are only part of a high-quality education, of course. Students also need to gain specialized knowledge and skills that pertain to their
particular area of interest as well as a big picture
understanding of the world they inherit: its diverse
cultures and expressive arts, histories, social systems, global developments, physical and biological
foundations, and so on.
But, with this said, the key strategy for advancing quality and equity is to be able to ask some
shared questions about all students’ quality learning. Beyond credit hours, we need a set of quality
markers that enable us to see whether students are
equitably gaining, to borrow the Burning Glass
language, “foundational skills” for today’s economy—and for a diverse and divided democracy.
The QLEs provide those needed markers for quality and equity. They make it possible to ask searching questions—with disaggregated and comparable
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evidence—about whether and how well students are
successfully gaining capacities that are fundamental
to opportunity and to societal responsibility.

Ensure QLE Practice—Through
Assignments and Projects—Across All
Curricula
Identifying required intellectual and practical
skills is only the first step in providing a quality
education for Opportunity Students and all learners. The next step, as Lumina’s recent report on
quality credentials has underscored, is to ensure
that degree programs, general education and majors alike, are well designed to foster these quality
learning fundamentals.
The QLEs are sometimes called “soft skills,” but
that term is a misnomer because the word “soft”
slides far too readily into “easy.” The QLEs are not
easy to develop, and no one of them can be gained
in a single course alone. Nor are these stand-alone
skills. Critical thinking, for example, is always
about something. Students develop higher-order
capacities by working with rich content appropriate
to their course of study.
Individually and collectively, then, the QLEs are
higher-order capacities that need to be developed
through extended periods of guided practice, at
progressively higher levels of engagement, challenge, content knowledge, and accomplishment.
There are two critical keys in this process: expert
teacher/scholars who are highly skilled in dealing
with unscripted or VUCA questions pertinent to
their field and well-designed assignments that ask
the students to both use and develop the intended
capacities (Schneider, 2017; Sullivan & McConnell, 2018).
Apprenticeships provide a useful template: in
an apprenticeship, the learner, working under the
supervision of experts, carries out a set of assigned
tasks, developing agency and autonomy as they
gain knowledge, skill, and experience. The experts
set high standards by giving the learners both guidance and feedback on what they are doing well and
what needs improvement.
For postsecondary degree-granting institutions, then, excellence in the QLEs—and other
expected competencies—is attainable only when
faculty provide students with opportunities for
frequent practice, at progressively higher levels
12

of challenge and demonstrated accomplishment.
Student practice of the QLEs should not be
limited to the classroom. Field-based learning,
whether in work settings or community service,
is invaluable in students’ development of meaningful proficiency.
But now we come to the core equity challenge.
Traditional higher education often has reserved this
kind of guided practice mainly to honors students,
or, in elite higher education, to students fortunate
enough to be admitted to a school where students
will work under faculty guidance on abundant
amounts of research, writing, creative work, and
projects, including culminating projects and learning beyond the campus.
Outside this honors or elite environment, many
courses do not even have assignments at all.
Especially in large institutions, faculty lecture,
students take notes and do the required reading,
and the mid-term and final may consist entirely of
multiple-choice questions or short constructed answers. If there’s an essay question on the exam, the
resulting paragraphs may contain the only words
the student has actually written for the course in an
entire term.
When courses do not have well-designed and
challenging assignments, the chances that students
will successfully develop the QLEs are lessened.
And, in fact, national assessments of students’
critical thinking, writing, and quantitative reasoning competence show that only a paltry number of
graduating seniors have gained high-level proficiency on these QLEs from postsecondary study
(McConnell & Rhodes, 2017; Schneider, 2017).
We still lack national evidence on the other QLEs,
although it is starting to be gathered. But an earlier
analysis by Finley (2012), based on both available test measures and students’ own self-reports,
also provided strong evidence that many students
are missing out on essential aspects of college
learning.
Faculty readers may protest at this point that in
the nation’s many resource-starved institutions,
it is impossible to give students the guided QLE
practice they need. And faculty are absolutely right
to protest their resource starvation. The disinvestment over the past decades in public higher education—just as ever larger numbers of Opportunity
Learners were enrolling—is both scandalous and
dangerous.
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Yet equity action does not need to wait on policy
rethinking, desirable as such rethinking would be.
For it’s also true that faculty themselves have been
leading a pedagogical revolution that has developed myriad ways for students to work proactively,
often in groups and with digital tools, on inquiry
and problem-solving projects, even in very large
classes.
Open and Integrative, Randy Bass and Bret Eynon’s equity-minded 2016 report on “Designing
Liberal Education for the New Digital Ecosystem,” shows clearly and inspiringly the new models for inclusive quality learning that already are
emerging through digital innovation in broad access higher education. The work on “High Impact
Educational Practices (HIPs)” that has taken off
across both public and private higher education, is
another way to ensure that the QLEs can become
central to all students’ educational journeys. HIPs
provide ideal contexts for helping students apply
the QLEs to open-ended projects where they must
work intensively to create good solutions.
Moreover, no faculty members should be all on
their own in addressing students’ QLE development.
It takes an intentionally designed curriculum—an
entire program—to ensure that students will become
proficient in the quality skills they need beyond
college. Faculty should seek opportunities to do this
work as faculty in community, not as solo actors.
Policy and philanthropy can help institutions target
their equity and student success investments on identifying and scaling educational practices that intentionally build QLE proficiency (Schneider, 2017).

Use Students’ Authentic Work
to Assess Their Gains in QLE
Proficiencies—And to Improve
Quality Equity
Until recently, there has been a key disconnect
between the practices that foster QLE proficiency
and the approach Americans have typically taken
to assessing learning through standardized testing
that features multiple-choice, “identify-the-rightanswer” questions. This equation of accountability
with this kind of testing has persisted despite the
abundant evidence that test scores correlate almost
perfectly with the family income of the test taker,
reinforcing inequity.
www.changemag.org

But the ultimate problem with multiple-choice
standardized tests—as many postsecondary faculty members already know—is that they tell us
almost nothing about students’ readiness to deal
with VUCA challenges where the right answer
is not already known and needs to be discovered and argued for through active inquiry and
experimentation.
As we have seen, students need to work on welldesigned assignments and challenging, open-ended
projects to develop meaningful QLE proficiency in
communication skills, critical thinking and evidence-based problem solving, collaboration with
diverse partners, intercultural competence, ethical
judgment and responsibility, quantitative reasoning, digital/data fluency, and integrative/applied
learning.
There is now a better way to assess and be
accountable—equitably—for students’ QLE accomplishment. Just in the past decade, with generous support from philanthropy (including Lumina),
higher education leaders and faculty have developed valid ways to assess the QLEs in the context
of students’ authentic work assignments—the
papers, projects, creative tasks, and/or ePortfolios
that students complete in the context of their regular studies.
Students’ own work, in other words, shows what
they can do with an open-ended assignment where
the student needs to organize the relevant critical
inquiry, the exploration of diverse perspectives, the
evidence-based problem solving, and the communication of results.
The needed tools for assessing student work to
determine QLE proficiency are called VALUE rubrics. Thanks to federal and industry investments,
there now are 16 validated VALUE rubrics—scoring guides—in use for different aspects of collegiate learning. VALUE rubrics also can be applied
to student work completed as part of a job. The
VALUE portfolio includes validated rubrics for all
but one of the QLEs discussed above. (A digital
fluency VALUE rubric needs to be added to the
VALUE toolkit.)
Since the release of the VALUE rubrics in 2009,
hundreds of institutions have begun using these
rubrics to assess students’ learning as evidenced
in their assignments and to set their own priorities
for improving quality. To help institutions ensure
that they really are “adding value” to students’
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QLE achievement, AAC&U has now created the
VALUE Institute—a national third party validation
system that can be used by any higher education
institution, department, program, state, consortium,
or provider to utilize the VALUE rubrics approach
to assessment (McConnell & Rhodes, 2017). (Disclosure: Lumina is a funder of the VALUE Institute.)
Through the VALUE Institute, any institution or
program can collect and upload samples of student
work to a digital repository, following Institute
guidelines for both sample sizes and the level and
variety of the assignments behind the work. Students’ proficiency gains on specific QLEs are then
certified by trained VALUE Institute faculty and
other educator scorers, thus providing external
validation of an institution’s own assessment of
students’ QLE accomplishment. The only prerequisite is that faculty need to give students assignments that are keyed to one or more of the QLEs.
(And often, faculty report, participation in the
VALUE process helps prompt a new realization
that courses and programs need to redesign their
assignments to place more emphasis on key aspects
of the QLE capacities.)
For equity analysis, The VALUE Institute includes the ability to examine QLE achievement
across student population groups (e.g., first generation; gender; racial and ethnic groups; year in
school). The first results of the equity disaggregation are due out soon. They will bring a new
dimension to the nation’s discussion of equity and
quality.
For too long, most of the “evidence” that higher
education institutions have been reporting to external agencies on the QLEs (and other capacities) has
been based on student surveys that elicit students’
own opinions about their learning gains in college.
The VALUE rubrics move students’ actual work,
rather than their opinions, to the center of both
quality and equity analysis.
Taken together, this new approach to assessment
and the development of a national VALUE Institute
are poised to provide a deeper look—both within
institutions and across states and the United States
as a whole—into how well and how equitably Opportunity Learners (and all students) are gaining
the kinds of learning they need for success in work
and in life (McConnell, Horan, Zimmerman, &
Rhodes, 2019).
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Equity Accountability for Quality
Learning and Opportunity Learners
To sum up: Equity leaders in higher education
have new tools in hand to move beyond credit
monitoring as the primary strategy for surfacing
and redressing the inequities that have been baked
into higher education’s stratified practices over the
centuries. Those tools include:
1.
2.

3.

4.

A high priority set of QLEs that are important
in whatever job path a student chooses and in
civic life as well.
Frameworks and strategies such as HIPs for
fostering these QLEs across both students’
majors and general education, as well as in
certificate programs and for associate and baccalaureate degrees.
Validated VALUE rubrics that can be applied
to samples of students’ authentic work (or an
ePortfolio) in general education and majors to
see whether students are gaining the intended
QLE capacities.
The VALUE Institute, which helps any
educational institution check its own internal
assessments of students’ QLE achievement
against the judgments of trained national
experts who blind score samples of work that
students completed for their courses to judge
students’ proficiency levels on specific QLEs
such as communication, critical thinking,
problem solving, quantitative reasoning, civic
engagement, or integrative learning.

All these developments make it possible, at
last, to bring higher education’s equity and quality
learning priorities together to the benefit of Opportunity Learners, whose best hope for the future is
the quality of their education. The ultimate point of
equity priorities is to create opportunity for groups
of learners that, historically and today, have been
systemically underserved in U.S. postsecondary
education.
With these new tools, we can work together
to ensure that Opportunity Learners are gaining the high-quality, horizon-expanding education that each of them needs for success beyond
college, in their own lives and to bring new
solution-generating creativity to society’s needs
as well.
Change • May/June 2020

Appendix
Notes on the quality learning frameworks cited in this
article:
Association of American Colleges and Universities.
(n.d.). LEAP essential learning outcomes (ELOs). Retrieved
from
https://www.aacu.org/leap/essential-learning-outcomes. The current version was released in 2007, following
a multiyear dialog with educators, employers, and regional
and specialized accreditors. National Leadership Council
for Liberal Education and America’s Promise. (2007).
College learning for a new global century. Washington,
DC: Association of American Colleges and Universities.
See also Hart Research employer surveys for AAC&U.
Retrieved from https://www.aacu.org/public-opinionresearch
Lumina Foundation (2014). Degree qualifications profile
(DQP). Indianapolis. In Lumina Foundation. Retrieved
from http://degreeprofile.org/read-the-dqp/dqp-cover. A
beta version of the DQP was released in 2011, field-tested
at over 400 institutions, and revised based on educator recommendations.
National Association of Colleges and Employers
(2019). Career readiness defined. Retrieved from https://

www.naceweb.org/career-readiness/competencies/
career-readiness-defined/. An earlier version was
released in 2014 and updated subsequently to add global/
intercultural fluency.
Quality Assurance Commons. (n.d.). Essential employability qualities (EEQ). Developed in 2017–18, the EEQ
was informed by the frameworks listed above. It is being
used to certify whether programs intentionally prepare
graduates for success in careers. Retrieved from https://
drive.google.com/file/d/1H4s8jF1DkWUPuyN0BvCF
MTQjSsKqP5M7/view
Burning Glass Technologies and Business Higher
Education Forum. (2018). The new foundational skills of
the digital economy. Boston, MA: Burning Glass
Technologies and Business Higher Education Forum.
Retrieved from https://www.burning-glass.com/wp-content/uploads/New_Foundational_Skills.pdf. The recommended skills were identified through an analysis of 150
million unique job postings and clustered into 14 foundational skills that are (a) in high demand, (b) common to
digitally intensive roles, and (c) spreading to less digitally
driven parts of the economy (pp. 10, 14).
Note: the ELOs and the DQP address learning for civic
participation as well as employment. C
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